Absence of strial melanin coincides with age-associated marginal cell loss and endocochlear potential decline.
Cochlear stria vascularis contains melanin-producing intermediate cells that play a critical role in the production of the endocochlear potential (EP) and in maintaining the high levels of K(+) that normally exist in scala media. The melanin produced by intermediate cells can be exported to the intrastrial space, where it may be taken up by strial marginal cells and basal cells. Because melanin can act as an antioxidant and metal chelator, evidence for its role in protecting the stria and organ of Corti against noise, ototoxins, and aging has long been sought. While some evidence supports a protective role of melanin against noise and ototoxins, no evidence yet presented has demonstrated a clear role for melanin in maintaining the EP during aging. We tested this by comparing basal turn EPs and a host of cochlear cellular metrics in aging C57BL/6 (B6) mice and C57BL/6-Tyr(c-2J) mice. The latter mice carry a naturally occurring inactivating mutation of the tyrosinase locus, and produce no strial melanin. Because these two strains are coisogenic, and because pigmented B6 mice show essentially no age-related EP decline, they provide an ideal test of importance of melanin in the aging stria. Pigmented and albino B6 mice showed identical rates of hearing loss and sensory cell loss. However, after two years of age, basal turn EPs significantly diverged, with 42% of albinos showing EPs below 100 mV versus only 18% of pigmented mice. The clearest anatomical correlate of this EP difference was significantly reduced strial thickness in the albinos that was highly correlated with loss of marginal cells. Combined with findings in human temporal bones, plus recent work in BALB/c mice and gerbils, the present findings point to a common etiology in strial presbycusis whereby EP reduction is principally linked to marginal cell loss or dysfunction. For any individual, genetic background, environmental influences, and stochastic events may work together to determine whether marginal cell density or function falls below some critical level, and thus whether EP decline occurs.